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Web: www.platypus.org.au

Cover Photo: The new home of Project Platypus, 9 Ormston road, Stawell.
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The Upper Wimmera Catchment
The Wimmera River in Western Victoria forms part of the Murray Darling
Basin. It is Victoria’s largest land locked system and terminates at Lake
Hindmarsh and Lake Albacutya south of the Wyperfeld National Park. The
Upper Wimmera Catchment refers to the catchment area upstream of the
Mt William Creek and Wimmera River junction encompassing an area of
3,027km2.
The main land use in the region is made up of mixed farming practices,
largely sheep and dryland cropping, but also includes enterprises such as
grapes, olives, forestry, vegetable production, cut flowers and other
livestock production such as goats, cattle, pigs and poultry. The region is
also home to mining industries and boasts a large tourism industry,
especially within the Grampians and Pyrenees Ranges. The population of
the Upper Wimmera is estimated to be around 15,000 people and is
predicted to remain relatively stable into the near future.
The Upper Wimmera has a strong indigenous cultural history and contains
many significant sites. Traditional owner groups from the region include
the Jardwadjali, Djab Warrung, Djadja Wurrung and the Wotjobaluk
People.
The region is home to an extensive array of flora and fauna including a
large number of threatened and endangered species. Since European
settlement, the region has been subjected to significant clearing of native
vegetation, which has resulted in numerous environmental issues. These
include loss of biodiversity and a degradation of water quality through
over-extraction, saline discharge and soil erosion.

Project Platypus
Project Platypus was founded in 1994 by Upper Wimmera Catchment
Landcare group members who saw the need for a network to deliver
larger scale projects across the region. The chosen icon was the platypus
as it was identified that much of the network’s activity would focus
around improving water quality, which in turn would benefit the
platypus.
Since its inception Project Platypus has achieved massive results
attracting over $14 million to undertake activities such as erosion control,
revegetation, protection of remnant vegetation, establishment of
perennial pastures, control of pest plants and animals and raised
community awareness of environmental and land management issues.
The success of Project Platypus can be attributed to its community
support, its grass-roots approach to problem solving and its ability to
relate to land managers and investors. Project Platypus has been
operating with fewer grant options over the past few years, leading to a
significant shift in the organisation to diversify its funding streams while
continuing a high standard or work in the environment and conservation
field.

Project Platypus’s
mission is to work in
partnership with the
Landcare community
to improve the
environmental health
of the Upper Wimmera
River catchment while
maintaining and
improving productivity.
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Chair’s Report
It is my privilege to present the twenty-eighth annual report of Project Platypus Association. Our past two
AGMs have been “virtual” so it is a real pleasure to finally present my Chair’s report face-to-face.
In spite of the continued disruptions due to COVID Project Platypus has continued to deliver a wide range of
environmental services and projects within the Upper Wimmera Catchment and achieved a stable fiscal position. Beyond business as usual we are continuing to make significant progress towards implementing our
new strategic plan and funding model through the development of Icon Projects focused on our regions
threatened species and ecosystems.
It has been a busy and productive year, here is a snapshot.
Towards returning the Platypus to Mount Cole Creek. Project Platypus won a $100,000 Australian Government grant under the $20 million Murray–Darling Healthy Rivers Program. This will enable a suite of environmental restoration works to improve riparian and instream habitat for native fish species like the vulnerable Southern Pygmy Perch, and is a first step in a long journey to return the iconic Platypus to this tributary of the Wimmera River.
Habitat Creation for native species. Project Platypus planted ~20,000 trees, including ~20 hectares at two
locations between Stawell and Halls Gap. These locations are important refuges for both plants and animals
such as Powerful Owls and a population of Southern Brown Bandicoots, as well as providing linkages across
the landscape to other areas of remnant vegetation and the Grampians National Park.
Investing in the future - engaging Primary and Secondary Schools and students. Project Platypus secured
funding through the Victorian Government Community Action Grants to showcase Landcare through the
'Landcare - it ain't over yet tour'. This enabled a range of activities involving schools and students that has
resulted in an interactive learning program to help young people better understand how Landcare groups
work, operate and more importantly how younger people can be more involved. Some of this work was
presented at the Biodiversity Across Borders forum at Ballarat Federation University.
Opening our new home. A large number of Landcare members, sponsors and stakeholders attended the
official opening of the new Project Platypus office facilities. Peter Hillbig, Chair Wimmera CMA, formally
opened the building and dedicated the John Pye Board room.
Growing our Landcare network. A small but enthusiastic group of land carers, with some planning assistance from Project Platypus, formally created the Halls Gap Landcare Group which will be focused on protecting native fauna habitat and addressing threats to the township’s environmental values.

Informing and upskilling our Landcare Groups. Laharum Landcare and Project Platypus sponsored and
held a wetland ecology field day run by noted wetland experts from the Wetland Revival Trust. This focused
on the importance of wetlands, wetland restoration, and an introduction to wetland plants.
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Chair’s Report continued..
Project Platypus’ purpose has never been so important. With growing public awareness of the urgent need
for conservation of land, habitat and biodiversity, and sustainable food and fibre production we are well
placed to grow in representation and impact. The work of grass roots, community-based, local organisations
is paramount in delivering on-ground tangible outcomes for our environment. To do this Project Platypus
needs to ensure effective ongoing engagement and support of our Landcare groups, something we will be
focusing on over the next year, and on which we would welcome feedback.
The role of our local Landcare Facilitator is a key element in supporting Groups in the Project Platypus Landcare network. The sad news is that we have recently said goodbye to our Facilitator, Glenn, who has made a
sterling effort in the role despite the difficulties of being based in Melbourne. The good news is that we are
welcoming Dr Elia Pirtle to the Facilitator role. Elia has an extensive background in science, science communication, and agricultural extension. Elia is based locally and already an active member of Jallukar Landcare.
Through ongoing generous support from the Geoff and Helen Handbury Foundation and ACE Radio Broadcaster, Project Platypus is in the process of appointing a Communications Officer to assist in promoting the
organisation in a more structured and professional manner.
Ange Turrell and Jess Gardner, two of our hard-working Board members, are stepping down due to work
commitments. Jess has been a very active contributor well-networked in the Landcare community and revegetation organisations through her position with Greening Australia. Ange took the lead role in the development of Project Platypus 2022-2024 Strategic Plan. I thank them both for their contributions and desire
to continue to support Project Platypus.
Going forward Project Platypus will build on its stable financial position through on-going implementation of
our 2022-24 Strategic Plan, and the development of Icon Projects focused on our regions threatened species and ecosystems. We will continue to identify new opportunities
for support and partnerships, and continuous improvement of the
organisation’s processes and procedures.
As always Project Platypus staff, associated volunteers and Board
have worked well above and beyond in what has been a demanding
year, thank you.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the very generous financial support from the Geoff and Helen Handbury Foundation and ACE Radio
Broadcaster, financial support from an increasing number of donors,
and support from a large network of partners including our network
of Landcare groups, the Wimmera CMA and the Central Victorian Bio
-links Alliance. Thank you.
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Project Platypus Staff members 2021—22
Allistair Stephens

Manager

Julie Andrew

Finance Officer / Field Officer

Lachlan McIntyre

Project Manager

Dene Marshall

Invasive Plant & Animal Control Supervisor

Glenn Brooks-MacMillan

Local Landcare Facilitator

Lee Parry

Field Crew Supervisor

Tim Baxendale

Field Crew

Huib Ottow

Field Crew

Tim Eagles

Field Crew

Above : Delayed due to wet weather and access issues, this site finally planted in early August between Glenorchy and
Deep Lead.
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Project Platypus Board 2021-2022
Project Platypus is governed by a volunteer Board which meets on a monthly basis.

Chair Clive Carlyle
Jallukar Landcare

Leanne Jackman
North Grampians Landcare

Vice-Chair Angela Turrell
Jallukar Landcare

Ian Nicholson
Stawell Urban Landcare

Secretary Mark McKew
Crowlands-Warrak Landcare

Peter Start
Crowlands-Warrak Landcare

Treasurer Ben Hughes
Concongella Landcare

Michael Greene
Elmhurst Landcare

Noelene Gration
Black Range Land Management group

Ex Officio members:
Allistair Stephens - Project Platypus (Manager)

Joel Boyd - Wimmera Catchment Management
Authority
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Manager’s Report
Another year gone and plenty to report and reflect on for the past financial year.
Although old news it is great to drive into the gate of our new home at 9 Ormston and still enjoy the feeling of
“wow, this is home”. From an operational point of view, having the site set up the way it is with a well thought
out office area, kitchen, work space and separate chemical storage / work area is a stellar improvement on the
old site on the highway. The ease it has given to delivering work will only be appreciated by those of us that
worked out of the old site but will keep providing a comfortable and productive environment for all those that
will work for Project Platypus well into the future.
The office opening event that was held in April this year was a great success and a fitting celebration of where
Project Platypus has come. Having a number of previous managers and “elders” that were around at the start
of Landcare and Project Platypus as an organization was a great pleasure and a great way to formally mark a
new beginning at our new office.
Achievements for the year have been on par with recent years with 14,000 plants in the ground through the
revegetation program and many hectares of weed and rabbit control achieved through the IPA program. Events
have still been a bit difficult through the Community Engagement program due to COVID with the newsletter
and online forums and events making up the majority of work.
A big achievement for the year has been the formation of the Halls Gap Landcare group as a subsidiary of the
Community Association. It is great to have another group under our umbrella with plenty of potential in Halls
Gap with a diverse range of membership and plenty of Landcare related issues to deal with.
It has been another great year for maintaining and making new partnerships supporting our work Preserving
our land— protecting our wildlife. Support from Handbury Foundation has again made it possible to deliver a
heap of environmental benefits to our local area, thanks again Judy and Rowly. New partnerships with One
Tree Planted and Navarre Minerals have enabled us to deliver many hectares of revegetation to contribute to
our long term goal of linking the Grampians to the Pyrenees ranges. Existing partnerships with Wimmera CMA,
local councils, wind farms and quarries, Parks Victoria and DELWP have resulted in hundreds of hectares of invasive plant and animal control across the upper catchment.
And finally an acknowledgement of the time and effort put in by the
Project Platypus board. Having worked for Project Platypus for a number
of years I can reflect on the amount of effort that our current volunteer
board members are putting into the behind scenes work that is integral
to the effective and vibrant organization we have today. Thankyou for
your efforts everyone and keep it up! The same goes for the staff,
thanks for another productive and satisfying year and thanks for all your
hard work.

Allistair Stephens
Manager, Project Platypus.
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Native Vegetation program
Another year of COVID restrictions made the 2021 planting season again quite challenging. With around 14,000 plants to be
planted the season dragged on until early September as we waited for restrictions to ease and then they would tighten up
again with the infection numbers rising and falling over the winter months.
On top of the usual revegetation projects funded though grants there were two fee-for-service jobs consisting of about 3000
plants. These were a rehabilitation site at the Western Quarries sites near Dunnworthy and batter and slope revegetation
plantings along new roads at the Pacific Hydro windfarm
on Jack and Lynne Starts property, Glendhu.
It was planned to only organize one Plantout event
which had to be postponed due to changes in lock down
with the eventual window opening on the weekend of
the 14th of August. Two groups of ten people were organized with a beautiful clear Winters day rewarding all
those who attended with a really enjoyable day out.
About 3000 plants were planted on the day with mostly
familiar faces in attendance. This site on Allanvale near
Great Western as well as most sites for the season were
funded through support from Onetreeplanted, an international NGO that has funded Project Platypus for the
2021 season to plant 10,000 plants. We hope that this
arrangement can continue to grow into the future with
plans to increase the number of trees and funding.
Wet and wild—Project Platypus crew planting near Pomonal
Thankyou to Onetreeplanted and the volunteers that
came along to this year’s Plantout and helped get all the plants in the ground.
The rest of the plants were to be planted by school and other groups of volunteers which were postponed, re scheduled a
number of times before the decision was made to plant everything ourselves using discretionary budget set aside for this
contingency. Many thanks to Loki, Julie, Lee and Dene for their help this year to get all plants in the ground.

Job done—Planters returning to camp after completing our
only Plantout event for 2021
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Community Engagement program
The Community Engagement program has been headed up by Glenn Brooks-McMillan over the past 12 months with
a few events held within a progressively relaxed COVID environment.
A Wetland Ecology Field Day was held in conjunction with Laharum Landcare logy field day at restored seasonal wetland at the property of Catherine & Clive Carlyle, Fyans Creek. The day covered a general introduction to wetland
ecology and the importance of wetlands, wetland restoration, and an introduction to wetland plants. Noted wetland
experts Damien Cook and Elaine Bayes of the Wetland Revival Trust ran the day which was a great success.
School outreach has been a focus over the previous year, with two insect themed learning days being run at local
schools in the Project Platypus region, and online resources being developed, with the help of a local entomologist,
that can now be shared widely with schools across the region to facilitate ecological learning. A more detailed summary of these activities can be found in the next section. In addition, visiting schools from urban regions have been
included in opportunities to learn about our local environments in the Wimmera. A secondary school from Melbourne participated in an interactive learning program as part of their annual outdoor education camp out, during
which the students simulated the formation of Landcare groups and brainstormed project ideas to help them better
understand how Landcare groups work, operate and more importantly how young people can get involved.
PP have been involved in the design and implementation with our Ararat partners to explore Urban Trees and how
best to balance the needs of a township as well as protecting and enhancing the environment. A booklet has been
developed to help share best practices. This work is important for our network as it will be relevant to Stawell and
Halls Gap townships.
Halls Gap has a new Landcare Group, formalizing the Landcare activities that have been carried out in the township
over the years. This small and passionate group will be focused on protecting native fauna habitat and addressing the
threats to the township’s environmental values, especially the occurrence and spread of pest plants. The group will
become much stronger and effective with additional members and anyone who is interested to contribute will be
most welcome.
Thanks to the support of the 2021 Community and Volunteer Action Grants, through the Landcare 'It ain't over yet
tour...' further work has been undertaken to better understand the past, present and future of Landcare. A local illustrator, Elia Pirtle, was engaged develop an illustrated poster that was presented at the Biodiversity across Borders
forum in Ballarat at Federation University. The poster highlighted the historic roots of Landcare within the farming
community as well as several case studies of Landcare activities across our regions. Additionally, a deeper exploration
of Landcare’s evolution was undertaken and developed into an illustrated presentation which can now be used as a
resource in community engagement activities going forward, to attract new Landcare participants in many forms and
to identify opportunities for the future evolution of Landcare.
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Insect learning days
Invertebrate learning days with local schools
Project Platypus sent local entomologist Dr. Elia Pirtle to two primary schools within the Upper Wimmera, Navarre Primary
school and Landsborough Primary School for invertebrate learning days. In attrition to the visits, a youtube video was also
developed to share with all our region’s schools to assist teachers in running similar lessons, which featured clips of different
types of invertebrates, survey methods and tools, demonstrating how to conduct surveys for invertebrates and record and
identify your finds. The video can be accessed here.
Navarre
During the Navarre PS visit, students learned about the importance of invertebrates to human life, and important 'beneficial
bugs’ in farming. Using a microscope hooked up to a computer screen, looked at samples of all different sorts of bug homes,
made of wood, leaves, silk, wax and sugar, other living bugs (in the case of parasitoids), and of course, poop.
Next the students were guided in assembling 'bug hotels' using natural materials, like bark, straw, moss, hollow stems of Agapanthus, she oak cones, and recycled water bottles which the students brought in themselves. The students then chose
places in the school garden for the two hotels. The day was wrapped up with a survey around the school grounds for bugs,
using the microscope to get a better look at what they found, such as silk cocoons, egg sacks, a beautiful blue eyed psyllid,
and a little furry carpet beetle larva. The school staff reported that they enjoyed the discussions around how bugs are important in human lives and agriculture, and how most of our notorious 'pest' insects are rarely quite so abundant or damaging outside of unnatural crop systems. They expressed the importance of giving Australia's 'next generation of farmers' opportunities like this to build more appreciation for insects, which cannot be classified simple as good guys or bad guys.
Landsborough
The Landsborough PS visit covered similar themes to Navarre, but with a
greater focus on how to conduct surveys for bugs, and what it is that a “field
entomologist” does as a job. Elia also brought her extensive collection of bug
home samples to explore under the microscope. The students came highly
prepared for the discussion as they had just completed reports on their favorite invertebrates, and Elia found they were rarely tripped up by her usual trick
questions!
After the mornings discussion, the students went outside and got a crash
course in using various ‘high tech’ survey tools – such as kitchen sieves, pillow
case nets, and the crowning jewel of the survey kit – a small battery powered
shop vac. Then they were let loose to survey their school grounds, bringing
back their finds to the microscope station to photograph each bug for identification. The students, unsurprisingly, were particularly infatuated with the
vacuum sampler, which yielded several species of tiny mites, ants and wasps.
Most of the students found the most exciting find of the day to be a massive
‘giant green slantface’ grasshopper.
At the end of the day, the photographs of each bug found were uploaded to
the citizen science platform, iNaturalist, and with the help of Elia, identifications were made for each.
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Invasive Plant and Animal Program
20221-22 busy year is complete and a huge thanks to our customers, staff, network and partners for all their hard work and
contributions. In 2021-22 we were still experiencing a few lockdowns with COVID throughout the year impacting the work
schedule, but managed to deliver quality invasive plant and animal control.
This year we said goodbye to Dene Marshal who worked at Project Platypus for just over 10 years. Dene saw Project Platypus change over many years and contributed so much to the organisation. His knowledge of invasive species in the area and
understanding of the treatment delivered over many years has been a real asset to the organisation. I’d like to say a special
thanks to him for all his hard work dedication to the role.
Lee Parry, who started with us in May 2021 has taken the reins of field crew leader and really stepped up to the challenge.
His approach to the work, willingness to learn and commitment to delivering high quality on ground works will see the next
phase of field work here at Project Platypus as business grows. 2022 also saw some new field staff in Tim Baxendale, Huib
Ottow and Tim Eagles starting up with us. These guys put in a stellar performance getting tens of thousands of trees into the
ground and then jumping straight into invasive plant and animal control. It’s been a difficult season to deliver work with the
above average rainfall, so a big thanks for their perseverance and adaptability.
This year we continued to work with and strengthen our relationship with our customers and partners and would like to extend our gratitude. Ongoing fee for service work is imperative in keeping the doors open here at Project Platypus. Thanks for
your support:














Wimmera Catchment Management Authority
Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water
Bush Blocks/Practical Ecology
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Conundrum Holding (Stawell/Horsham Quarries)
Pacific Hydro
Northern Grampians Shire
Ararat Shire
DELWP (Horsham/Ballarat)
Parks Victoria
R E Ross
Greening Australia
Ausnet















Stawell Urban Landcare
Black Range Land Management Group
Jallukar Landcare
Northern Grampians Landcare
Landsborough Landcare
Elmhurst Landcare
Crowlands/Warrak Landcare
Moyston Landcare
Halls Gap Landcare
Ararat Peri-urban Landcare
Victorian Serrated Tussock Working Party
Landmate
Navarre Minerals
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Strengthening Partnerships
A few years ago I had the opportunity to meet Lincoln Kern from Practical
Ecology/Bush Blocks at a Central Victorian Biolinks Alliance symposium. We
discussed our work and found there was an opportunity to collaborate on a
few things similar to our roles and business. From there I met with Paul Guest
and Emma Wilkins (more recently) to discuss a few control projects they
would like to engage Project Platypus to carry out and a strong partnership
has developed.
Bush Blocks owns a number of assets around the Grampians to Pyrenees area
which need various activities throughout the year to make sure their invasive
species are getting the control they need and the offsets are managed and
protected. Over the past six years this relationship has gone from strength to
strength. Whether it’s finessing fencing outside the normal farm stock fencing
to limit access from the public yet being mindful of allowing native fauna to
move through safely and unrestricted, creating exclusion zones to monitor
native vegetation or looking into the many options to treat invasive species
and choosing the best at the time; Bush Blocks is working really closely with us
to ensure good outcomes in their land management.
Our crews find the work extremely interesting and valuable as it’s quite often
trialling a treatment option or giving them an insight into some of the novel
approaches in invasive species control and conservation land management.
The work also takes us to different areas in the west of the state like Mt Dundas, Cressy and Beaufort, so it gives us an opportunity to see some different
environments and gain a better understanding of what’s happening in the surrounding areas.
The partnership has been extremely positive and we look forward to working
with Bush Blocks into the future further strengthening our relationship.
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New Landcare Group—Halls Gap
It’s been a few years in the making, but Halls Gap now have an established Landcare group.
The Halls Gap Landcare is focussed on protecting native fauna habitat and addressing threats to the township’s
environmental values, especially the occurrence and spread of pest plants.
The group will play an active role in controlling pest species within our township and preventing their spread into
the surrounding national park. Partnering with Project Platypus, they are currently targeting a number of plants
that could threaten our superb local natural environment.
Their major effort at present is the control of an invasive shrub, Burgan (Kunzea leptospermoides) which is prevalent around the town entrance and between Hill Street and Pinnacle Road. Extensive removal works have recently
been carried out along Silversprings Road by the Ararat Landmate Crew, supervised by Project Platypus.
Other priorities for the group will be focused on:








Sallow Wattle
Watsonia
Cootamundra Wattle
Early Black Wattle
Flinders Ranges Wattle
Rabbits
They are keen for the assistance of locals and visitors in identifying pest plant problems around the town and supporting control projects. Volunteer contributions can be in a number of ways – observations of pest plant issues,
technical advice or on ground works. President—Graham Parkes

Above: Before after photos of the Kunzea Leptospermoides removal along Scott Rd
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2021-22 Breakdown of Revenue
Revenue Breakdown 2021/2022
Income

$ (%)

Fee for Service

293386.53 (57.19)

Grants

109635.12 (21.37)

Negotiated Contracts

11318.18 (2.21)

Sponsorship

5360 (1.04)

Interest Received

56.64 (0.01)

Sundry Receipts

383.38 (0.07)

Profit on Sale of Assets

759.09 (0.15)

Donations
Total Income

92086.79 (17.95)
512985.73
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Financial Report 2021-22
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